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AUS start Austin Austin–Bergstrom International Airport 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

AUSUBOS ABOSSUU AUSUBO, tropical tree [n] 

 

AUS inside Austin Austin–Bergstrom International Airport 

BAUSOND ABDNOSU having white marks [adj] 

BECAUSE ABCEESU for reason that [conj] 

CAUSALS AACLSSU CAUSAL, word expressing cause or reason [n] 

CAUSERS ACERSSU CAUSER, one that causes (to bring about) [n] 

CAUSEYS ACESSUY CAUSEY, paved road [n] 

CAUSING ACGINSU CAUSE, to bring about [v] 

CAUSTIC ACCISTU corrosive substance [n -S] 

CLAUSAL AACLLSU CLAUSE, distinct part of composition [adj] 

CLAUSES ACELSSU CLAUSE, distinct part of composition [n] 

DEGAUSS ADEGSSU to demagnetize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXHAUST AEHSTUX to use up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAUSSES AEGSSSU GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n] 

HAUSENS AEHNSSU HAUSEN, Russian sturgeon [n] 

MAUSIER AEIMRSU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

NAUSEAS AAENSSU NAUSEA, stomach disturbance [n] 

PAUSERS AEPRSSU PAUSER, one that pauses (to stop temporarily) [n] 

PAUSING AGINPSU PAUSE, to stop temporarily [v] 

SAUSAGE AAEGSSU finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n -S] 

 

AUS end Austin Austin–Bergstrom International Airport 

BUREAUS ABERSUU BUREAU, chest of drawers [n] 

COTEAUS ACEOSTU COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

GATEAUS AAEGSTU GATEAU, fancy cake [n] 

LANDAUS AADLNSU LANDAU, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

NILGAUS AGILNSU NILGAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

 

 

BOS start Boston Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport 

BOSCAGE ABCEGOS thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n -S] 

BOSHBOK BBHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BOSKAGE ABEGKOS boscage (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n -S] 

BOSKETS BEKOSST BOSKET, thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n] 

BOSKIER BEIKORS BOSKY, wooded; bushy [adj] 

BOSOMED BDEMOOS BOSOM, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

BOSONIC BCINOOS BOSON, subatomic particle [adj] 

BOSQUES BEOQSSU BOSQUE, bosk (small wooded area) [n] 

BOSQUET BEOQSTU bosket (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n -S] 
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BOSSDOM BDMOOSS domain of political boss [n -S] 

BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] 

BOSSIER BEIORSS BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOSSIES BEIOSSS BOSSY, cow [n] 

BOSSILY BILOSSY BOSSY, domineering [adv] 

BOSSING BGINOSS BOSS, to supervise [v] 

BOSSISM BIMOSSS control by political bosses [n -S] 

BOSTONS BNOOSST BOSTON, card game [n] 

 

BOS inside Boston Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport 

EMBOSKS BEKMOSS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMBOSOM BEMMOOS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GIBBOSE BBEGIOS gibbous (irregularly rounded) [adj] 

GLOBOSE BEGLOOS spherical (resembling sphere) [adj] 

IMBOSOM BIMMOOS to embosom (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RIBOSES BEIORSS RIBOSE, pentose sugar [n] 

SORBOSE BEOORSS type of sugar [n -S] 

UNBOSOM BMNOOSU to reveal (to make known) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VERBOSE BEEORSV wordy (using many or too many words) [adj] 

 

BOS end Boston Gen. Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport 

AUSUBOS ABOSSUU AUSUBO, tropical tree [n] 

BONOBOS BBNOOOS BONOBO, anthropoid ape [n] 

CRAMBOS ABCMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

GAZABOS AABGOSZ GAZABO, fellow [n] 

GAZEBOS ABEGOSZ GAZEBO, roofed structure open on sides [n] 

JAZZBOS ABJOSZZ JAZZBO, devotee of jazz (style of lively syncopated music) [n] 

LAVABOS AABLOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

PEEPBOS BEEOPPS PEEPBO, game of peekaboo [n] 

ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

 

 

DAL start  Dallas  Dallas Love Field 

DALAPON AADLNOP herbicide used on unwanted grasses [n -S] 

DALASIS AADILSS DALASI, unit of Gambian currency [n] 

DALEDHS ADDEHLS DALEDH, daleth (Hebrew letter) [n] 

DALETHS ADEHLST DALETH, Hebrew letter [n] 

DALLIED ADDEILL DALLY, to waste time [v] 

DALLIER ADEILLR one that dallies (to waste time) [n -S] 

DALLIES ADEILLS DALLY, to waste time [v] 

DALTONS ADLNOST DALTON, unit of atomic mass [n] 

 

DAL inside  Dallas  Dallas Love Field 

BRIDALS ABDILRS BRIDAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 
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HIDALGO ADGHILO minor Spanish nobleman [n -S] 

HOLDALL ADHLLLO carrying case [n -S] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MEDALED ADDEELM MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MODALLY ADLLMOY in manner pertaining to mode [adv] 

NODALLY ADLLNOY NODAL, of nature of node [adv] 

ODALISK ADIKLOS female slave in harem [n -S] 

PEDALED ADDEELP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALER ADEELPR one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n -S] 

PEDALOS ADELOPS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

SANDALS AADLNSS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SENDALS ADELNSS SENDAL, silk fabric [n] 

TIDALLY ADILLTY TIDAL, pertaining to tides [adv] 

VANDALS AADLNSV VANDAL, one who willfully destroys or defaces property [n] 

VEDALIA AADEILV Australian ladybug [n -S] 

VIDALIA AADIILV sweet onion of southern U.S. [n -S] 

 

DAL end  Dallas  Dallas Love Field 

ACAUDAL AAACDLU having no tail [adj] 

APSIDAL AADILPS APSE, domed, semicircular projection of building [adj] 

BIMODAL ABDILMO having two statistical modes [adj] 

BIPEDAL ABDEILP BIPED, two-footed animal [adj] 

CHORDAL ACDHLOR pertaining to chord [adj] 

COTIDAL ACDILOT indicating coincidence of tides [adj] 

CREEDAL ACDEELR CREED, statement of belief [adj] 

DECADAL AACDDEL DECADE, period of ten years [adj] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

GEOIDAL ADEGILO GEOID, hypothetical surface of earth [adj] 

GONADAL AADGLNO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

HYOIDAL ADHILOY HYOID, bone of tongue [adj] 

INCUDAL ACDILNU pertaining to incus (bone in middle ear) [adj] 

MONADAL AADLMNO MONAD, single-celled organism [adj] 

OVOIDAL ADILOOV ovoid (egg-shaped body) [n -S] 

PALUDAL AADLLPU pertaining to marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj] 

POUNDAL ADLNOPU unit of force [n -S] 

SCANDAL AACDLNS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SYNODAL ADLNOSY SYNOD, church council [adj] 

ZOOIDAL ADILOOZ ZOOID, organic cell or body capable of independent movement [adj] 

 

 

DEN start Denver Denver International Airport 

DENARII ADEIINR DENARIUS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

DENDRON DDENNOR dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n -S] 

DENGUES DEEGNSU DENGUE, tropical disease [n] 

DENIALS ADEILNS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DENIERS DEEINRS DENIER, one that denies (to declare to be untrue) [n] 
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DENIMED DDEEIMN DENIM, durable fabric [adj] 

DENIZEN DEEINNZ to make citizen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENNING DEGINNN DEN, to live in lair [v] 

DENOTED DDEENOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENOTES DEENOST DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENSELY DEELNSY DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adv] 

DENSEST DEENSST DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adj] 

DENSIFY DEFINSY to make denser [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DENSITY DEINSTY state of being dense (compact (closely and firmly united)) [n -TIES] 

DENTALS ADELNST DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

DENTARY ADENRTY lower jaw in mammals [n -RIES] 

DENTATE ADEENTT having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

DENTINE DEEINNT dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n -S] 

DENTING DEGINNT DENT, to make depression in [v] 

DENTINS DEINNST DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [n] 

DENTIST DEINSTT one who treats teeth [n -S] 

DENTOID DDEINOT resembling tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTURE DEENRTU set of teeth [n -S] 

DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DENUDER DDEENRU one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n -S] 

DENUDES DDEENSU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DENYING DEGINNY DENY, to declare to be untrue [v] 

 

DEN inside Denver Denver International Airport 

ADDENDA AADDDEN ADDENDUM, something added or to be added [n] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADENINE ADEEINN alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

ADENOID ADDEINO enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n -S] 

ADENOMA AADEMNO tumor of glandular origin [n -S, -TA] 

ADENYLS ADELNSY ADENYL, univalent radical [n] 

ARDENCY ACDENRY ardor (intensity of emotion) [n -CIES] 

BURDENS BDENRSU BURDEN, to load heavily [v] 

CADENCE ACCDEEN to make rhythmic [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CADENCY ACCDENY rhythm (movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements) [n -CIES] 

CADENZA AACDENZ elaborate musical passage [n -S] 

CANDENT ACDENNT glowing [adj] 

CREDENT CDEENRT believing [adj] 

DEADENS ADDEENS DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEDENDA ADDDEEN DEDENDUM, root of gear tooth [n] 

DUODENA ADDENOU DUODENUM, first portion of small intestine [n] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (erode))) [adj] 

EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj] 

GARDENS ADEGNRS GARDEN, to cultivate plot of ground [v] 

GULDENS DEGLNSU GULDEN, guilder (former monetary unit of Netherlands) [n] 

HARDENS ADEHNRS HARDEN, to make hard [v] 
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HEADEND ADDEEHN facility that receives and distributes communications signals [n -S] 

HODDENS DDEHNOS HODDEN, coarse cloth [n] 

HOIDENS DEHINOS HOIDEN, to hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOYDENS DEHNOSY HOYDEN, to act like tomboy [v] 

IDENTIC CDEIINT identical [adj] 

INDENES DEEINNS INDENE, hydrocarbon [n] 

INDENTS DEINNST INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

LADENED ADDEELN LADEN, LADE, to load with cargo [v] 

LEADENS ADEELNS LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LINDENS DEILNNS LINDEN, tall forest tree [n] 

LOUDENS DELNOSU LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

MADDENS ADDEMNS MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

MAIDENS ADEIMNS MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [n] 

MIDDENS DDEIMNS MIDDEN, dunghill (heap of manure) [n] 

MILDENS DEILMNS MILDEN, to make or become mild [v] 

MORDENT DEMNORT melodic embellishment [n -S] 

PENDENT DEENNPT pendant (hanging ornament) [n -S] 

PRUDENT DENPRTU having, showing, or exercising good judgment [adj] 

PUDENCY CDENPUY modesty (quality of being modest (having moderate regard for oneself)) [n -CIES] 

PUDENDA ADDENPU PUDENDUM, external genital organs of woman [n] 

REDDENS DDEENRS REDDEN, to make or become red [v] 

RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

SADDENS ADDENSS SADDEN, to make sad [v] 

SODDENS DDENOSS SODDEN, to make soggy [v] 

STUDENT DENSTTU person formally engaged in learning [n -S] 

SUDDENS DDENSSU SUDDEN, sudden occurrence [n] 

TRIDENT DEINRTT spear having three prongs [n -S] 

WARDENS ADENRSW WARDEN, chief officer of prison [n] 

WIDENED DDEEINW WIDEN, to make wide or wider [v] 

WIDENER DEEINRW one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n -S] 

 

DEN end Denver Denver International Airport 

BOUNDEN BDENNOU obliged [adj] 

BROADEN ABDENOR to make broad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIDDEN CDDEHIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

GLADDEN ADDEGLN to make glad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWIDEN DEEINRW to widen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHODDEN DDEHNOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SLIDDEN DDEILNS SLIDE, to move smoothly along surface [v] 

SWIDDEN DDEINSW agricultural plot produced by burning off vegetative cover [n -S] 

TRODDEN DDENORT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

UNLADEN ADELNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

 

 

LAS start Las Vegas McCarran International Airport 

LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S] 
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LASAGNE AAEGLNS lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n -S] 

LASCARS AACLRSS LASCAR, East Indian sailor [n] 

LASERED ADEELRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LASHERS AEHLRSS LASHER, one that lashes (to strike with whip) [n] 

LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S] / LASH, to strike with whip [v] 

LASHINS AHILNSS abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

LASHKAR AAHKLRS lascar (East Indian sailor) [n -S] 

LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] / LASSY, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

LASSOED ADELOSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASSOER AELORSS one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n -S] 

LASSOES AELOSSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n -S] / LAST, to continue in existence [v] 

 

LAS inside Las Vegas McCarran International Airport 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

AMYLASE AAELMSY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ANLASES AAELNSS ANLAS, anlace (medieval dagger) [n] 

APLASIA AAAILPS defective development of organ or part [n -S] 

ATLASES AAELSST ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

BALASES AABELSS BALAS, red variety of spinel [n] 

BALLAST AABLLST to stabilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLASP ABCELPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLASTED ABDELST BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLASTER ABELRST one that blasts (to use explosive) [n -S] 

BLASTIE ABEILST dwarf (extremely small person) [n -S] 

BOLASES ABELOSS BOLAS, BOLA, throwing weapon [n] 

CLASHED ACDEHLS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASHER ACEHLRS one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n -S] 

CLASHES ACEHLSS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPED ACDELPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASPER ACELPRS one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n -S] 

CLASSED ACDELSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSER ACELRSS one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n -S] 

CLASSES ACELSSS CLASSIS, governing body in certain churches [n] / CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSIC ACCILSS work of enduring excellence [n - S] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SES] 

CLASSON ACLNOSS subatomic particle [n -S] 

CLASTIC ACCILST rock made up of other rocks [n -S] 

CUTLASS ACLSSTU short sword [n -ES] 

CYCLASE ACCELSY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

DALASIS AADILSS DALASI, unit of Gambian currency [n] 

DECLASS ACDELSS to lower in status [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELASTIC ACEILST stretchable material [n -S] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 
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ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENOLASE AEELNOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

EUCLASE ACEELSU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EYELASH AEEHLSY hair growing on edge of eyelid [n -ES] 

FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S] 

FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASKET AEFKLST small flask [n -S] 

GLASSED ADEGLSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSIE AEGILSS type of playing marble [n -S] 

GOULASH AGHLOSU beef stew [n -ES] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INULASE AEILNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

OBLASTI ABILOST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBLASTS ABLOSST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

PLASHES AEHLPSS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASMAS AALMPSS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [n] 

PLASMIC ACILMPS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [adj] 

PLASMID ADILMPS hereditary structure of cell [n -S] 

PLASMIN AILMNPS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PLASMON ALMNOPS determinant of inheritance believed to exist in cells [n -S] 

PLASTER AELPRST to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

PLASTID ADILPST structure in plant cells [n -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLASHED ADEHLSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLASHER AEHLRSS one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n -S] 

SLASHES AEHLSSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

LAS end Las Vegas McCarran International Airport 

AREOLAS AAELORS AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n] 

AXILLAS AAILLSX AXILLA, armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n] 

CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CANOLAS AACLNOS CANOLA, oil from seeds of kind of herb [n] 

CANULAS AACLNSU CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [n] 

CEDULAS ACDELSU CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

CHALLAS AACHLLS CHALLA, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

CHIMLAS ACHILMS CHIMLA, chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n] 

CHOLLAS ACHLLOS CHOLLA, treelike cactus [n] 
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CICALAS AACCILS CICALA, cicada (winged insect) [n] 

CITOLAS ACILOST CITOLA, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

COPULAS ACLOPSU COPULA, something that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

CUPOLAS ACLOPSU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

FAVELAS AAEFLSV FAVELA, slum area [n] 

FERULAS AEFLRSU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FIBULAS ABFILSU FIBULA, bone of leg [n] 

HALALAS AAAHLLS HALALA, Saudi Arabian coin [n] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 

HOOPLAS AHLOOPS HOOPLA, commotion [n] 

IMPALAS AAILMPS IMPALA, African antelope [n] 

KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KAMALAS AAAKLMS KAMALA, Asian tree [n] 

LIGULAS AGILLSU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [n] 

MACULAS AACLMSU MACULA, spot [n] 

MANILAS AAILMNS MANILA, strong paper [n] 

MASALAS AAALMSS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n] 

MORULAS ALMORSU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [n] 

NEBULAS ABELNSU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

PAELLAS AAELLPS PAELLA, saffron-flavored stew [n] 

PAPULAS AALPPSU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAYOLAS AALOPSY PAYOLA, secret payment for favors [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PYROLAS ALOPRSY PYROLA, perennial herb [n] 

QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

RADULAS AADLRSU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RAMBLAS AABLMRS RAMBLA, dry ravine [n] 

RANULAS AALNRSU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [n] 

RUCOLAS ACLORSU RUCOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

RUGOLAS AGLORSU RUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

SCILLAS ACILLSS SCILLA, flowering plant [n] 

SHEILAS AEHILSS SHEILA, young woman [n] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

TORULAS ALORSTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

VERGLAS AEGLRSV thin coating of ice on rock [n -ES] 

VIZSLAS AILSSVZ VIZSLA, Hungarian breed of dog [n] 

ZIPOLAS AILOPSZ ZIPOLA, zippo (nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [n] 

ZONULAS ALNOSUZ ZONULA, zonule (small zone) [n] 

 

 

LAX start Los Angeles Los Angeles International Airport 

LAXNESS AELNSSX laxity (state of being lax (not strict or stringent)) [n -ES] 

 

LAX inside Los Angeles Los Angeles International Airport 

CLAXONS ACLNOSX CLAXON, klaxon (low-pitched horn) [n] 

FLAXIER AEFILRX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 
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GALAXES AAEGLSX GALAX, evergreen herb [n] 

KLAXONS AKLNOSX KLAXON, low-pitched horn [n] 

RELAXED ADEELRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXER AEELRRX one that relaxes (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

RELAXES AEELRSX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXIN AEILNRX female hormone [n -S] 

 

LAX end Los Angeles Los Angeles International Airport 

CHILLAX ACHILLX to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRAVLAX AAGLRVX cured salmon [n GRAVLAX, -ES] 

OVERLAX AELORVX too lax [adj] 

 

 

MIA start Miami  Miami International Airport 

MIAOUED ADEIMOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAOWED ADEIMOW MIAOW, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIASMAL AAILMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj] 

MIASMAS AAIMMSS MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MIASMIC ACIIMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj] 

MIAULED ADEILMU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

 

MIA inside Miami  Miami International Airport 

AMIABLE AABEILM having pleasant disposition [adj] 

AMIABLY AABILMY AMIABLE, having pleasant disposition [adv] 

ANEMIAS AAEIMNS ANEMIA, disorder of blood [n] 

GREMIAL AEGILMR lap cloth used by bishop during service [n -S] 

KALMIAS AAIKLMS KALMIA, evergreen shrub [n] 

OOMIACK ACIKMOO umiak (open Inuit boat) [n -S] 

OOMIACS ACIMOOS OOMIAC, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMIAKS AIKMOOS OOMIAK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

PERMIAN AEIMNPR of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PYEMIAS AEIMPSY PYEMIA, presence of pus in blood [n] 

SIMIANS AIIMNSS SIMIAN, ape or monkey [n] 

UMIACKS ACIKMSU UMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

UREMIAS AEIMRSU UREMIA, abnormal condition of blood [n] 

VERMIAN AEIMNRV pertaining to worms [adj] 

 

MIA end Miami  Miami International Airport 

ACROMIA AACIMOR ACROMION, outward end of shoulder blade [n] 

ANAEMIA AAAEIMN anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S]  

ANOSMIA AAIMNOS loss of sense of smell [n -S] 

BOHEMIA ABEHIMO community of bohemians [n -S] 

BULIMIA ABIILMU insatiable appetite [n -S] 

COREMIA ACEIMOR COREMIUM, organ of certain fungi [n] 

DAMIANA AAADIMN tropical American shrub [n -S] 

ENCOMIA ACEIMNO ENCOMIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 
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PYAEMIA AAEIMPY pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [n -S] 

SKIMMIA AIIKMMS evergreen shrub [n -S] 

TOXEMIA AEIMOTX condition of having toxins in blood [n -S] 

URAEMIA AAEIMRU uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n -S] 

VIREMIA AEIIMRV presence of virus in blood [n -S] 

 

 

OAK start Oakland Oakland International Airport 

OAKIEST AEIKOST OAKY, tasting of oak sap [adj] 

OAKLIKE AEIKKLO OAK, hardwood tree or shrub [adj] 

OAKMOSS AKMOOSS lichen that grows on oak trees [n -ES] 

 

OAK inside Oakland Oakland International Airport 

CLOAKED ACDEKLO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CROAKED ACDEKOR CROAK, to utter low, hoarse sound [v] 

CROAKER ACEKORR one that croaks (to utter low, hoarse sound) [n -S] 

RESOAKS AEKORSS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

SOAKAGE AAEGKOS act of soaking (to wet something thoroughly) [n -S] 

SOAKERS AEKORSS SOAKER, one that soaks (to wet something thoroughly) [n] 

SOAKING AGIKNOS act of wetting something thoroughly [n -S] / SOAK, to wet something thoroughly [v] 

TROAKED ADEKORT TROAK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

UNOAKED ADEKNOU not matured in oak container -- used of wine [adj] 

 

OAK end Oakland Oakland International Airport 

BECLOAK ABCEKLO to place cloak on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESOAK AEKOPRS to soak beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLOAK ACKLNOU to remove cloak from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

 

ORD start Chicago Chicago O'Hare International Airport 

ORDAINS ADINORS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ORDEALS ADELORS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

ORDERED DDEEORR ORDER, to give command or instruction to [v] 

ORDERER DEEORRR one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n -S] 

ORDERLY DELORRY male attendant [n -LIES] 

ORDINAL ADILNOR number designating position in series [n -S] 

ORDINES DEINORS ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

ORDURES DEORRSU ORDURE, manure [n] 

 

ORD inside Chicago Chicago O'Hare International Airport 

ACCORDS ACCDORS ACCORD, to bring into agreement [v] 

AFFORDS ADFFORS AFFORD, to have sufficient means for [v] 

BORDELS BDELORS BORDEL, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BORDERS BDEORRS BORDER, to put border (edge) on [v] 

BORDURE BDEORRU border around shield [n -S] 

BYWORDS BDORSWY BYWORD, well-known saying [n] 
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CHORDAL ACDHLOR pertaining to chord [adj] 

CHORDED CDDEHOR CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CORDAGE ACDEGOR amount of wood in area [n -S] 

CORDATE ACDEORT heart-shaped [adj] 

CORDERS CDEORRS CORDER, one that cords (to fasten with cord (thin rope)) [n] 

CORDIAL ACDILOR liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

CORDING CDGINOR ribbed surface of cloth [n -S] / CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope) [v] 

CORDITE CDEIORT explosive powder [n -S] 

CORDOBA ABCDOOR monetary unit of Nicaragua [n -S] 

CORDONS CDNOORS CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

EXORDIA ADEIORX EXORDIUM, beginning [n] 

FJORDIC CDFIJOR FJORD, narrow inlet of sea between steep cliffs [adj] 

FORDING DFGINOR FORD, to cross by wading [v] 

FORDOES DEFOORS FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

FORDONE DEFNOOR FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

GORDITA ADGIORT stuffed and fried pocket of cornmeal dough [n -S] 

HORDEIN DEHINOR simple protein [n -S] 

HORDING DGHINOR HORDE, to gather in large group [v] 

JORDANS ADJNORS JORDAN, type of container [n] 

LORDING DGILNOR lordling (young or unimportant lord) [n -S] / LORD, to invest with power of lord (person having dominion over others) [v] 

LORDOMA ADLMOOR lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n -S] 

MILORDS DILMORS MILORD, English gentleman [n] 

MORDANT ADMNORT to treat with caustic substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MORDENT DEMNORT melodic embellishment [n -S] 

OXFORDS DFOORSX OXFORD, type of shoe (covering for foot) [n] 

RECORDS CDEORRS RECORD, to set down for preservation [v] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWORDS DEORRSW REWORD, to state again in other words [v] 

SORDINE DEINORS device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 

SORDINI DIINORS SORDINO, sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n] 

SORDINO DINOORS sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -NI] 

SORDORS DOORRSS SORDOR, sordid state [n] 

WORDAGE ADEGORW number of words used [n -S] 

WORDIER DEIORRW WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

WORDIES DEIORSW WORDIE, word lover [n] 

WORDILY DILORWY in wordy (using many or too many words) manner [adv] 

WORDING DGINORW act or style of expressing in words [n -S] / WORD, to express in words (speech sounds that communicate meaning) [v] 

 

ORD end Chicago Chicago O'Hare International Airport 

CAMCORD ACCDMOR to videotape with portable camera [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCORD CCDNOOR state of agreement [n -S] 

DISCORD CDDIORS to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KEYWORD DEKORWY significant word [n -S] 

MISWORD DIMORSW to word wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONWORD DNNOORW word that has no meaning [n -S] 

RIPCORD CDIOPRR cord pulled to release parachute [n -S] 
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TELFORD DEFLORT road made of stones [n -S] 

WARLORD ADLORRW military leader of warlike nation [n -S] 

 

 

SAN start San Diego San Diego International Airport (Lindbergh Field) 

SANCTUM ACMNSTU sacred place [n -TA, -S] 

SANDALS AADLNSS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDBAG AABDGNS to surround with bags of sand (loose granular rock material) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

SANDBAR AABDNRS ridge of sand formed in river or sea [n -S] 

SANDBOX ABDNOSX box containing sand for children to play in [n -ES] 

SANDBUR ABDNRSU annual herb [n -S] 

SANDDAB AABDDNS small flatfish [n -S] 

SANDERS ADENRSS SANDER, one that sands (to smooth by rubbing with abrasive) [n] 

SANDFLY ADFLNSY biting fly [n -LIES] 

SANDHIS ADHINSS SANDHI, process of phonetic modification [n] 

SANDHOG ADGHNOS worker who digs or works in sand [n -S] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDING ADGINNS SAND, to smooth by rubbing with abrasive [v] 

SANDLOT ADLNOST vacant lot [n -S] 

SANDMAN AADMNNS mythical person who makes children sleepy by sprinkling sand in their eyes [n -MEN] 

SANDMEN ADEMNNS SANDMAN, mythical person who makes children sleepy by sprinkling sand in their eyes [n] 

SANDPIT ADINPST pit dug in sandy soil [n -S] 

SANGARS AAGNRSS SANGAR, temporary fortification for two or three men [n] 

SANGERS AEGNRSS SANGER, sangar (temporary fortification for two or three men) [n] 

SANGHAS AAGHNSS SANGHA, Buddhist religious community [n] 

SANGRIA AAGINRS alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

SANICLE ACEILNS medicinal herb [n -S] 

SANIOUS AINOSSU SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj] 

SANJAKS AAJKNSS SANJAK, administrative district of Turkey [n] 

SANNOPS ANNOPSS SANNOP, sannup (married male Native American) [n] 

SANNUPS ANNPSSU SANNUP, married male Native American [n] 

SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n] 

SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n] 

SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S] 

SANTIMI AIIMNST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMS AIMNSST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMU AIMNSTU SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIRS AINRSST SANTIR, Persian dulcimer [n] 

SANTOKU AKNOSTU Japanese kitchen knife [n -S]  

SANTOLS ALNOSST SANTOL, tropical tree [n] 

SANTOOR ANOORST santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S] 

SANTOUR ANORSTU santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S] 

SANTURS ANRSSTU SANTUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

SANYASI AAINSSY sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n -S] 
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SAN inside San Diego San Diego International Airport (Lindbergh Field) 

BRISANT ABINRST BRISANCE, shattering effect of explosive [adj] 

DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

GOSSANS AGNOSSS GOSSAN, type of decomposed rock [n] 

HOSANNA AAHNNOS to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

JESSANT AEJNSST shooting forth [adj] 

LINSANG AGILNNS carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

MESSANS AEMNSSS MESSAN, lapdog (small dog) [n] 

OUTSANG AGNOSTU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

PAESANI AAEINPS PAESANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAESANO AAENOPS fellow countryman [n -NI, -S] 

PAESANS AAENPSS PAESAN, paesano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAISANO AAINOPS fellow countryman [n -S] 

PAISANS AAINPSS PAISAN, paisano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PASSANT AANPSST walking with farther forepaw raised -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

PEASANT AAENPST person of inferior social rank [n -S] 

PISSANT AINPSST offensive word [n -S] 

PTISANS AINPSST PTISAN, tea of herbs or barley [n] 

PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PYSANKA AAKNPSY hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n -KY] 

PYSANKY AKNPSYY PYSANKA, hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n] 

SATSANG AAGNSST sacred gathering in Hinduism [n -S] 

TISANES AEINSST TISANE, ptisan (tea of herbs or barley) [n] 

USANCES ACENSSU USANCE, usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure) [n] 

VERSANT AENRSTV slope of mountain or mountain chain [n -S] 

WEASAND AADENSW throat [n -S] 

WESSAND ADENSSW weasand (throat) [n -S] 

 

SAN end San Diego San Diego International Airport (Lindbergh Field) 

ARTISAN AAINRST trained or skilled workman [n -S] 

HEXOSAN AEHNOSX carbohydrate [n -S] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S] 

MEDUSAN ADEMNSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S] 

PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S]  

ZYMOSAN AMNOSYZ insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n -S] 

 

 

SEA start Seattle  Seattle–Tacoma International Airport 

SEABAGS AABEGSS SEABAG, bag used by sailor [n] 

SEABEDS ABDEESS SEABED, seafloor (bottom of sea) [n] 

SEABIRD ABDEIRS bird frequenting ocean or seacoast [n -S] 

SEABOOT ABEOOST waterproof boot [n -S] 

SEACOCK ACCEKOS valve in ship's hull [n -S] 

SEADOGS ADEGOSS SEADOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 
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SEAFOAM AAEFMOS foam formed on sea [n -S] 

SEAFOOD ADEFOOS edible fish or shellfish from sea [n -S] 

SEAFOWL AEFLOSW seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n -S] 

SEAGIRT AEGIRST surrounded by sea [adj] 

SEAGULL AEGLLSU gull frequenting sea [n -S] 

SEAKALE AAEEKLS coastal plant with edible shoots [n -S] 

SEALANT AAELNST sealing agent [n -S] 

SEALERS AEELRSS SEALER, one that seals (to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage) [n] 

SEALERY AEELRSY occupation of hunting seals [n -RIES] 

SEALIFT AEFILST to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n -S] / SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [v] 

SEAMARK AAEKMRS landmark serving as navigational guide to mariners [n -S] 

SEAMERS AEEMRSS SEAMER, one that seams (to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together)) [n] 

SEAMIER AEEIMRS SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

SEAMING AEGIMNS SEAM, to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together) [v] 

SEANCES ACEENSS SEANCE, meeting of persons seeking spiritualistic messages [n] 

SEAPORT AEOPRST harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n -S] 

SEAREST AEERSST SEAR, sere (withered; dry) [adj] 

SEARING AEGINRS SEAR, to burn surface of [v] 

SEASICK ACEIKSS affected with nausea caused by motion of vessel at sea [adj] 

SEASIDE ADEEISS seashore (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEASONS AENOSSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SEATERS AEERSST SEATER, one that seats (to place on seat (something on which one sits)) [n] 

SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S] / SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits) [v] 

SEAWALL AAELLSW wall to protect shoreline from erosion [n -S] 

SEAWANS AAENSSW SEAWAN, wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans) [n] 

SEAWANT AAENSTW seawan (wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans)) [n -S] 

SEAWARD AADERSW direction toward open sea [n -S] 

SEAWARE AAEERSW seaweed used as fertilizer [n -S] 

SEAWAYS AAESSWY SEAWAY, headway made by ship [n] 

SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

 

SEA inside Seattle  Seattle–Tacoma International Airport 

CASEASE AACEESS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

CASEATE AACEEST to become cheesy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISEASE ADEEISS to make unhealthy [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISSEAT ADEISST to unseat (to remove from seat) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSEAMS AEIMNSS INSEAM, inner seam [n] 

MISEASE AEEIMSS discomfort [n -S] 

MISEATS AEIMSST MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

MISSEAT AEIMSST to seat wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NAUSEAS AAENSSU NAUSEA, stomach disturbance [n] 

PHASEAL AAEHLPS PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [adj] 

RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 
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RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

UNSEALS AELNSSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMS AEMNSSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEATS AENSSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

USEABLE ABEELSU usable (capable of being used) [adj] 

USEABLY ABELSUY USEABLE, usable (capable of being used) [adv] 

WISEASS AEISSSW wiseacre (pretentiously wise person) [n -ES] 

 

SEA end Seattle  Seattle–Tacoma International Airport 

OVERSEA AEEORSV overseas (beyond or across sea) [adv] 


